**Earth Day Envelopes Instructions** (Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Earth Day by making some of these cool envelopes and then make some home-made cards to go inside of them.)

**Items you will need:** Brown paper bags, scissors, markers or crayons, tape or glue

Step 1: Cut a large, symmetrical heart shape from your paper bag. To get it symmetrical, fold the paper in half and then cut out half a heart. Then when the paper is unfolded, you have a symmetrical heart.

Step 2: Fold down the two sides of the heart. **Make sure you fold each side the same amount!**

Step 3: Turn it upside down, and fold the bottom half upwards toward the point of the heart.

Step 4: Fold the top (point of the heart) downwards. You now have your envelope!

You can now decorate the outside of the envelope with your markers/crayons. Make a homemade Earth Day card from some construction or printer paper. Once your envelope and card are done, seal the envelope with a small piece of tape or use glue.